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ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and

interest. We are committed to providing the most current, up-to-date

information on model and real world rocketry, and to provide

educational material, as well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to anyone on a

subscription basis: $10 for email; $1 5 for meeting pickup; $20 for US

postal mail delivery.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is

granted with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

If you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS, subscriptions,

or if you have any comment(s), correspondence, or if you’d like to

submit an article, send them to:

ZOG-43

1 404 Sweet Cherry Court Severn, MD 211 44

E-Mail us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS

The National Association ofRocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling

Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the state ofMaryland.,

Washington, DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a

section (#139) of the National Association ofRocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in the United

States, first established as a high school club in 1963, changing our

name to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR section in 1965.

NARHAMS is the only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the

Year” award (1997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at Old National

Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the Carroll County Agriculture

Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and launches.

For details, dates and directions to our club, meetings and launches, go

to:

http://narhams.org

Welcome New Members

David Marquez

Charles Davis

Welcome Renewing Members

Jim Baird

ZOG ROYAL COURT
(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Frank Panek

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)
Chris Kidwell

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

Security Officer Hampton retrieves a model caught on

the fence at the monthly Goddard launch (7/6/14).

(photo by Ed Pearson)
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The Rocket That Attacked Fort
McHenry in 1 81 4
Alex Mankevich - NAR# 8601 8 ; NARHAMS –

President ; March 201 4

This September marks the 200th anniversary of one of the

more profound events in USA rocketry history. I refer of

course to the British attack on Fort McHenry in Baltimore,

Maryland beginning on September 1 3, 1 814. Most

Americans are aware that this battle’s rocket barrage was

the inspiration for Francis Scott Key’s poem which later

became our national anthem. The rockets producing the

“red glare” were the ship-launched Congreve rocket.

Sir William Congreve:

The British Royal Laboratory at Woolwich Arsenal in

1801 began a military rocket research and development

program with William Congreve tasked with improving

the accuracy and effectiveness of a rocket bombardment.

Congreve (1772 – 1828) imparted an appreciable level of

scientific and industrial sophistication to the large-scale

manufacture ofmilitary rockets. He published three books

promoting his rockets from 1804 to 1827, but he didn’t

patent his rocket designs. Congreve was elected a Fellow

of the Royal Society in 1811 for his work on rocketry.

Design of the Congreve Rocket:

The Congreve design was basically a wooden stabilizing

stick about 1 5 to 16.5 feet long by 1 .5 inches wide

mounted to a cylindrical-shaped iron casing of about 42

inches in length and about 4 inches in diameter. The

length of the stabilizing stick was roughly 50 times the

diameter of the casing. Both conical and blunt-shape nose

cones served as the ballistic cap. Congreve designed

several different rocket sizes from 3 to 300 pounds. If you

can imagine a modern day bottle rocket on steroids then

you have a serviceable grasp of the Congreve rocket

design. Some citizens of Stonington, Connecticut

following the British attack on August 9 – 12, 1 814

gathered some unexploded Congreve rockets for

inspection:

“Some ofthe rockets were sharp pointed, others not, made

ofsheet iron very thick, containing at the lower end some

ofthem a fusee [sic] ofgrenade, calculated to burst, and if

they were taken hold ofbefore the explosion, might prove

dangerous; one or two persons received injury in this way.

They appear to contain a greater variety ofcombustibles

than the fire carcasses.”

Propulsion:

The Congreve rocket’s propellant was contained by an

iron metal casing lined with cartridge paper glued to the

interior walls to serve as a barrier against metal corrosion.

The casing was capped at the aft end by a convex disk of

gun metal. An exhaust port perforated the center of the

base cap to permit the propelling gases to escape. The

exhaust port’s diameter was about one-third of the 4 inch

diameter of the base cap. Above the base cap was a fine

clay plug also bearing a hole at its center (much like metal

washer). Another fine clay plug sealed in the propellant

composition at the casing’s fore end. A circular cavity

tapering toward the fore end was either molded or bored

most of the way through the center of the propellant

composition. By virtue of its geometrical shape, the

cavity improves and regulates the thrust generated by the

burning propellant. The circular and tapered profiles of

the central cavity should have allowed the Congreve

motor to develop its thrust progressively.

Congreve’s “rocket composition” propellant reportedly

composed of 75 parts saltpeter (potassium nitrate), 1 5

parts charcoal and 10 parts sulfur. This mixture was

similar to gunpowder, but proportioned for a slower burn

time. It’s unlikely that the Congreve rocket would have

immediately rocketed skyward upon ignition. The

combustion dynamics of the early solid rocket motors

were poorly understood. Aside from their low energy

output, the early gun powder-based rocket motors had a

poor rate of thrust development and an unsteady burn rate.

Ignition:

The British Royal Navy favored igniting the propellant by

a brass flintlock mechanism attached to a cord. The

Detail from Plate 13 ofCongreve’s

1814 publication “The Details ofthe

Rocket System”.

A selection ofCongreve 9 pounder to

32 pounder rockets with both conical

and explosive warheads. The 32

pounder “Carcass” was used in the

attack on Fort McHenry and carried

an incendiary charge. The stabilizing

stick on the 32 pounder rocket is 15

feet long.
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British Artillery utilized a paper fuse filled with a

combustible mixture which was known as a port-fire.

This was secured to a port-fire holder, the port-fire was lit,

and then held near a vent at the lower end of the rocket

casing.

The Congreve rocket had been noted to sputter and smoke

on the launch apparatus for some seconds before it took

flight. General Cavalié Mercer wrote in his “Journal of

the Waterloo Campaign” about the sequence following the

ignition of a Congreve rocket:

“. . . the rocketeers had placed a little iron triangle in

the road with a rocket lying on it. The order to fire is

given, a port-fire applied, the fidgety missile begins

to sputter out sparks and wiggle its tail for a second

or so, and then darts forth straight up the chaussee.”

Warhead:

The Congreve rocket was designed for various warheads,

incorporating explosive (shell), shrapnel (case shot), and

incendiary (carcass) variations. The explosive and

shrapnel types ofwarheads were effective against troops

in an open field without the protection of a fort or

earthworks, and could be launched to disrupt the orderly

operations ofmilitia and cavalry. The incendiary warhead

was effective when targeted against wooden buildings and

sailing vessels. Congreve noted that his rockets were

capable of penetrating into buildings and trees and even

boring some nine feet into the ground. He also mentioned

the splintering of the impacting wooden stabilizing stick

as another military advantage of his rocket.

Congreve described his 32 pounder rocket as:

“… armed with bursting cones, made ofstout iron, filled

with powder, to be exploded by fuzes [sic], and to be used

to produce the explosive effects ofshells, where such

effect is preferred to the conflagration ofthe carcass”.

Launch Systems:

Congreve rockets could be launched on land using a

trough-like wooden launching frame supported towards its

top end by two wooden legs. The rockets were laid within

the trough. The A-frame style launch system was adjusted

to the desired degree of elevation. A benefit of the

launching frame is that it could easily be transported

across a wet, muddy field that would otherwise hinder the

transport of heavy cannons.

Launches from a flotilla of barges utilized the vessel’s

foremast to support a ladder-like launching frame, which

was raised and lowered to the desired trajectory by rope

lines called halyards. The mainsail was wetted against

sparks, and set to protect the crew from the rocket’s

exhaust flame and smoke.

Larger war ships employed a rocket battery installed

below the main deck. The rockets were fired through an

array of special openings called scuttles, which are ports

angled upwards from the ship’s interior and out through

the sides. The hot exhaust of the rocket was deflected by

iron shutters fitted to the scuttles. A rocket ship would

come to anchor with its scuttles aimed towards their

enemy’s fort and batteries before launching its rockets.

Flight Stability, Range, Reliability and Accuracy:

The Congreve rocket’s flight trajectory could be guided

by adjusting the launching frame to varying degrees of

elevation. Trials testing the 32 pounder Congreve rocket

revealed that launching at a 55 degree elevation produced

the maximum range of about 3,000 yards (1 .7 miles).

Based upon Congreve’s instructions for trimming the

warhead’s external fuse (which was ignited when the

rocket fires), the rocket likely had a flight time not

exceeding 25 to 30 seconds.

A U.S. marine at the Battle ofBladensburg on August 24,

1 814 reported on the sound produced by the Congreve

rocket in flight:

“The rockets come with a hoarse, whooping roar.

They pass close to overhead with a roar like a storm

wind in a chimney.”

The Congreve rockets featured a very long wooden

stabilizing stick, or guide stick, up to 16.5 feet long and

reportedly made from fir. Early Congreve rockets had

their stabilizing sticks strapped along the side of the iron

casing, and on later models the stick was attached at the

base. Congreve stressed that the stabilizing stick should

be fixed firmly to the casing and in the true direction of its

axis as to minimize aberrant flight. Congreve was aware

that his rocket’s flight would be adversely affected by

Detail from Plate 11 ofCongreve’s

1814 publication “The Details of

the Rocket System”. Congreve

rockets being launched from a

rocket battery below the main

deck through the scuttles and out

the ship’s sides.
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contrary wind direction and adverse wind currents acting

upon the stabilizing stick. He provided instructions on

how to adjust the elevation of the launching frame to

compensate for the wind’s adverse action.

The external surface of the motor casing was relatively

smooth. The motor and the stabilizing stick both lacked

an array of grooves that would have generated a

stabilizing spin such as imparted on bullets fired from a

rifled gun barrel. Neither did the casing have any

protuberances canted at an angle as to put a spin on the

rocket.

The burning of a solid rocket motor’s propellant causes its

weight to diminish during flight thus producing a forward

shift of the rocket’s center of gravity. The Congreve

rockets lacked the fins that would have helped to stabilize

the rocket against this changing center of gravity.

The precision of the ship-launched rockets was adversely

affected by swells, contrary currents and tides, and

choppy waters. The naval officers had to perform skillful

maneuvering and sound nautical judgment to counter the

ship’s resultant heave, sway and roll motions in order to

attain some degree of desired rocket range and flight

trajectory.

Harper’s Magazine reported on the Congreve rocket’s

flight in 1854:

“Amidst its good qualities, there lurks the very bad one of

irregularity offlight, its accuracy oftrajectory curve not

being comparable with that ofa cannon-ball or shell.

Rockets can be advantageously fired neither against a

wind, nor across the direction ofthe wind, and for reasons

for which a little consideration will render obvious. The

long wooden stick affords a powerful lever for the wind to

act upon, the iron rocket itselfbeing at the same time

unequally affected; hence ultimate deflection takes

place.”

Lt. George Robert Gleig of the British Army wrote in

1827:

“A few rockets were discharged, which made a beautiful

appearance in the air; but the rocket is at the best an

uncertain weapon, and these deviated too far from their

object to produce even terror amongst those against

whom they were directed.”

Commodore Joshua Barney, commander of the U.S.

Chesapeake Flotilla, wrote to the Secretary of the Navy

concerning the Battle ofCedar Point fought on June 1 ,

1 814:

“The enemy advanced a Barge which threw Rockets, but

as they cannot be directed with any certainty they did no

Execution, but I find they can be thrown further than we

can our shot; and conclude from this Essay, this will be

their mode ofWarfare against the flotilla.”

The Fort McHenry Attack:

September 1 3, 1 814 was a stormy day and night of

torrential rain showers punctuated by thunder and

lighting. During the night’s obscuring darkness, low

clouds and battle smoke worsened the visibility around

Fort McHenry.

A total of 16 British ships including the rocket ship

H.M.S. Erebus began shelling Fort McHenry at sunrise

and continued through the following night for a

bombardment lasting about 25 hours. The red glare of the

rockets and their accompanying hissing sound were noted

by both British and American witnesses including Francis

Scott Key.

The Erebus had an overall length of 108 feet and beam of

29 feet and had a depth of hold of 9 feet. This ship was

formerly a 20-gun ship-rigged sloop ofwar which was

fitted in 1814 to carry a 32 pounder Congreve rocket

battery in her lower deck. She was fitted with ten scuttles

on each of her sides from which to fire the rockets. The

maximum range of her 32 pounder Congreve rockets was

around 3, 000 yards (1 .7 miles). Initially the Erebus fired

at distances of around 2.0 to 1 .5 miles from the fort. She

was ordered closer around 3:00 p.m. and moved within

one mile. She had been damaged by American fire at this

closer range and other British vessels had been ordered to

tow the Erebus safely away from the range of the fort’s

guns. The heaviest rocket barrage occurred from about

1 :00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m. Some smaller rocket barges were

also involved during this later phase of the battle. Captain

John A. Webster stationed at the six gun battery located

one and a halfmiles west of Fort McHenry upon the

shores of the Patapsco Ferry Branch reflected in 1853:

“On the return ofthe barges, which was at one o'clock in

the morning ofthe 14th, rockets were fired from them, and

immediately afterwards large fires were made in front of

our army and at different points along the line ofthe
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Patapsco river.”

The above passage is the only written account discovered

by the author that describes any damage or strike by

Congreve rockets during the naval attack on Fort

McHenry.

Despite the near-constant barrage, only four persons in the

fort had been killed as a result of the sustained

bombardment. The American commander of the fort Lt.

Colonel George Armistead estimated that up to 1 ,800

British bombs had exploded over the fort. Lt. Armistead

didn’t mention a single rocket creating either damage or a

fatality within the fort in his official report to the

Secretary ofWar. Lt. Henry S. Newcomb reported to

Commodore John Rodgers that the shells and rockets

were thrown with little intermission until daylight, but

with very little effect. The Niles’ Weekly Register

described the rocket attack as “foolish”. Private Isaac

Munroe, in a letter to a friend, described the rocket ship as

“harmless indeed”.

Speculative Causes for the Ineffectual Rocket Attack:

Commodore John Rodgers later wrote to the Secretary of

the Navy that at least 700 to 800 rockets had been thrown

by the British. This total works out to an unimpressive

rough average of 30 rockets per hour launched over the

battle’s 25 hours. Congreve rocket attacks directed at

European cities earlier in the 1800’s scored much better

for their total number of rockets launched (Copenhagen –

1807) and their hourly rate of fire (Boulogne – 1806).

Stormy Weather and Water Chop

The stormy weather may have churned the waters off the

fort which would have made aiming the rockets difficult.

The Erebus and the smaller rocket barges could have had

their rocket fire misdirected as a result of being swayed

and rocked to and fro.

Torrential Rains

The scuttles through which the rockets were launched

were angled skywards from the ship’s interior creating an

easy orifice for a torrent ofwater to enter. These wet

conditions could have impeded the lighting of the rocket

fuses.

Nautical Maneuvering

The Erebus had been repositioned at least four times to

various distances during the battle, including its time-

consuming tow away from Fort McHenry during the

afternoon. The Erebus would then have had to anchor in

position after each maneuver with one of her sides

towards the fort in order to unleash a properly-directed

rocket broadside.

Damage from American Shelling

The Erebus had been struck by American fire during its

afternoon excursion ofwithin a mile of the fort. Reports

describe the sustained damage as light. However, any

necessary repairs performed in the vicinity of the

launching scuttles would have diminished rate at which

the rockets were launched.

Launching Position Becomes Revealed at Night

The flash of the rocket at launch and its fiery trail during

propulsion are readily detected in the darkness of night.

This easy detection allows your enemy to target his fire

towards your revealed position.

Formation of an On-Board Ground Cloud

Captain John A. Webster recollected that during the night

of the bombardment “it was raining quite fast, and was

cold for the season.” These conditions may be significant

because particles in a rocket motor’s exhaust act as

nucleation points to which water molecules in moisture-

laden air can condense. Given the wet, cold, foggy

conditions this could have lead to the creation of an

obscuring ground cloud within the Erebus. A ground

cloud will persist until dispersed by a sufficient air flow.

The reduced visibility within a persisting ground cloud is

one factor with which to contend. Another is the presence

of noxious by-products from the burnt propellants which

are irritants when breathed.

Given all these issues which could have impeded the

rocket discharge, perhaps the reports of the Erebus and its

rocket attack as “foolish” and “harmless indeed” may be

an accurate description of her contribution to the battle.

The Congreve Rocket, the Perilous Fight and the

Model Rocket Safety Code:

All Congreve rocket models were weapons ofwar

designed for a ballistic flight aimed at either people or

property in order to impart damage or destruction to same.

Sport rocketry is the exact antithesis of this intention. The

model rocket safety code has been crafted so that the
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“weaponized” character of a model rocket is eliminated.

Lightweight, non-metal materials

The Congreve rocket featured an iron casing for both its

motor and its explosive or incendiary payload. Model

rockets use only lightweight materials such as cardboard,

plastic and balsa which will disintegrate upon any

inadvertent impact upon the ground or standing structures.

Launch safety distance

Congreve published accounts of himself launching his

rockets from within a six-oared cutter which is a small

boat about 25 feet in length. The Congreve rocket

contained at least one pound of black powder propellant.

The model rocket safety code dictates a minimum

distance of 30 feet from the rocket when launching with

motors containing more than one ounce of propellant.

Launch rod, tower or rail

The launch of a model rocket shall be pointed within 30

degrees of vertical. By contrast the Congreve launch

frame was intentionally launched at inclinations

exceeding this limit in order to gain flight distance.

Congreve even instructed military officers to launch

rockets laid on the ground in the direction required.

Today, the length of the tower, rail or rod used in model

rocketry is determined by mathematics so that the rocket

can build up sufficient speed for a stable flight before

exiting the top. Illustrations published by Congreve

depict the Congreve rocket launch frame as offering little

trough distance for which the rocket can build speed

before exiting.

Flight safety

Model rockets are not launched at targets and shall not

contain any flammable or explosive payload. The flight

safety element of the model rocket safety code prohibits

the “weaponization” of all model rocket launches.

Safe weather conditions and cloud ceiling

The weather conditions during the attack on Fort

McHenry were stormy with low cloud cover. Model

rockets aren’t launched into a low cloud cover that

precludes visual tracking of the entire flight of the rocket.

Recovery System

Model rockets incorporate a recovery system such as the

deployment of a parachute so that the rocket doesn’t

descend in the ballistic flight profile of a Congreve rocket.

Night Launches

The Congreve rockets used in the night-time barrage of

Fort McHenry had no light source for visual tracking, and

their ‘red glare’ was visible only during the propulsive

stage of their flight. All model rockets that fly in a night

launch must be lighted with a high-intensity light source

such as a strobe or high-output LEDs which must stay

visible for the entire flight from launch pad to landing.

Summary:

William Congreve did produce some improvements to the

rocket as a military missile however; his research and

extensive testing never produced a system or design by

which his rockets could reliably and effectively be

directed at designated solitary targets. Congreve

conceded that his rockets were less effective at striking

solitary targets and he promoted the firing of his rockets

en masse at populous cities and fleets of ships.

The Congreve rocket set several buildings afire, caused

militia to break ranks and flee, caused artillery gunners to

abandon their batteries, injured some persons and fatally

struck at least one person throughout the War of 1812.

The use of the Congreve rocket during the Battle of

Baltimore supplemented the cannon bombardment by the

British war ships. Ultimately the sustained, combined use

of shelling and rocket fire failed to force the surrender of

Fort McHenry. Lastly, the Congreve rocket could not be

faithfully modeled, then safely flown, by sport rocketeers

due to the inherent instability of the Congreve design.

Detail from Plate 11 ofCongreve’s 1814 publication “The

Details ofthe Rocket System”. A Congreve rocket is being

launched from a rocket barge (length ofabout 36 feet) . The

standing marine artillery-man is discharging a rocket by a

trigger-line. The crew is taking cover behind the sail wetted to

protect against the rocket’s exhaust.
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ECRM 41 Report
by Chris Kidwell

Since 2010, the June launch

has featured the East Coast

Regional Meet. This is a

contest launch that draws

competitors from several

neighboring states and is one

of the largest regional meets.

We used to hold the contest

in April, when it took on the

nickname ofExtremely Cold

Rainy Meet. This year threatened to return to the old name

with cool temperatures and 70% chance of rain in the

forecast. Luckily most of the rain missed us, and what did

hit was nicely timed to occur during

the lunch break on Saturday.

This was my first year running

ECRM, so I first want to give a big

thank you to all those who helped

make it possible. Jim Filler and

Jennifer Ash-Poole took care of

ordering and delivery of trophies. Tom

Ha provided equipment transportation

to and from the storage unit. Don

Carson graciously volunteered to do

static judging for the concept scale models, while

Kevin Johnson did the flight judging. Maria and

Christopher Ha and Jennifer Ash-Poole put on a

fantastic picnic Sunday, with help from grill-master

Glenn Feveryear.

I won't bore you with a recap of all of the contest

flights, but there were several notable ones. Stoil

Avramov set a new US record in A Rocket Glider

Duration with a time of 6 minutes 9 seconds. Glenn

Feveryear won A Streamer Duration with the help of

a 3 minute 32 second flight. In the Ha family battle

for household supremacy, Maria came out ahead

with 177 points for the meet, compared to Tom's

1 53 points.

In between contest flights, there was also a good

number of sport flights. Mike Kelley and Jim Baird

both launched a variety ofmid-power models. We

also had several members of the US Spacemodeling team

making practice flights in preparation for

their trip to Bulgaria in August to compete

in the World Spacemodeling

Championships. Ellis Langford had a Skate

UAV deployed, and tried unsuccessfully to

snag Kevin's parachute model as a rather

innovative recovery mechanism.

Results are at:

http://www.narhams.org/contest_results/20

140621_ECRM-41 .html
Kevin Johnson finds a model in the high grass.

(photo by Chris Kidwell)

Chris Kidwell proxy flies QFPB's A SD model

(An Athena!) (photo by John McCoy) Michela Alexander's Glider landing

on top ofthe hay. (photo by Ole Ed

Pearson)

Dave Fuller's prototype ofthe

NARHAMS 50th Anniversary

Model. (Photo by John

McCoy)

Raul Pena looking at what is left ofhis

kitbash model after an actuator failed

and it dove in. (photo by Ole Ed

Pearson)
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ECRM Photos - Look at all the different winners at ECRM!
(all photos by Kevin Johnson)
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Carroll County Ag Center Launch,
June 28, 201 4
Reported by Mark Wise

You couldn’t ask for a better summer day, at least not in

Maryland. June 28th was great: not too hot, hardly any

humidity, a bit breezier than forecast but not too bad, just

a few clouds. Jennifer and I car-pooled up to the Ag

Center with the launch gear, arriving just after 9:00. Mike

Kelley joined us a few minutes later, and we set up the

range in short order.

Mike made the first eight flights of the day, kicking off at

10:23 with an Estes Plasma Probe on a B6-4, coming

down on a Mylar chute instead of the standard canopy.

He followed that up a few minutes later with his Rocket

Pod Sea Dart, also on a B6-4. It landed on the paved

surface of the parking lot, but didn’t sustain any serious

damage. His Photon Probe, on – you guessed it – a B6-4,

weathercocked a bit, but drifted back to land about 1 5 feet

from the launch rack.

Jim Baird made the first mid-

power flight of the day,

launching a Cherokee-G on a

G64-4W. A textbook flight,

with a nice, straight boost and

ejection right at apogee. That

White Lightning motor was

loud – it echoed off the Ag

Center buildings 100 yards

behind us. Mike followed it up

with his D-Region Tomahawk.

An E9-6 turned out to be a lot of

motor for the rocket – Mike got

some serious altitude and a very pretty flight.

Dick Stafford got into the act with his Aqua Bottle Bat, an

original design flown on a G74-6. It left the pad in a

hurry and turned in a nice flight. He followed it up with

another original design, his Mirror Image. Flying on an

E20-7, it deployed two styrofoam Space Shuttle orbiters

at ejection. We found both gliders and the booster without

too much trouble. Next, he flew an Estes Rapier. The

F44-4 turned out to be a lot ofmotor for the bird, resulting

in awesome altitude and a long walk for Dick.

Mike had to leave early, but he finished his flying day on

a good note. Flying

on an F22-5J, his

Applewhite Cinco

landed 20 feet from

the range table. In

two or three hours,

he’d made 12

flights, more than

anyone else that

day. He’d even

flown his own

power series, of sorts: four B, two C, two D, an E, and

three F-powered rockets, in that order!

Dick Stafford and Alex Mankevich each flew a clustered

model. Dick’s Deuce XL-5, his own design, turned in a

nice flight on two B6-4s, while Alex’s Neptune flew well

on a pair ofC11 -5s. The day also saw one staged model,

an unnamed bird by Wayne Humphries that staged a B6-0

to a B6-2. Surprisingly, the short delay turned out to be

just right for the rocket.

Five younger rocketeers shared the day

with the older folks. Dexter and Tenzin

Burke, two regulars at Ag Center

launches, each flew twice. Jonah and

Myra Revelle, Wayne Humphries’

grandkids, each flew their first rocket

that day, as did local youngster Nick

Henderson.

One of the first spectators to arrive

showed us a nice article by Jon Kelvey

in the Carroll County Advocate. He’d

contacted Alex Mankevich and me, and

we’d each traded e-mails with him to describe the

rocketry hobby, NARHAMS, and the club’s outreach

activities. People actually read the article, because we’d

never had so many spectators at the launch.

The final flight of the day, number 58, was Alex’s AIM-

9W on a C6-3. The chute didn’t deploy fully, but the

rocket landed just fine, with no damage. Thank goodness

for grass!

Teardown was painless, thanks to the help of several club

members, and we were all on our way by 4:30. We all

went home with at least a light sunburn, but it was quite a

All ofMike Kelly's models fit into his

trunk of his car!

(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)

Mike showing off his cool prism paper he got from

Aerospace Specialty Products (ASP)

(photo by Jennifer Ash-Poole)
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successful day. See you at the September launch!

Flight totals by rocketeer:

Mike Kelley 12

Dick Stafford 11

Alex Mankevich 6

Kevin Smith 6

Jim Baird 5

Keven Knebel 5

Tom Ha 3

Dexter Burke 2

Tenzin Burke 2

Nick Henderson 2

Wayne Humphries 2

Jonah Revelle 1

Maya Revelle 1

NARHAMS Displays at the HoCo STEM
Festival

By: Alex Mankevich, President – NARHAMS

NARHAMS was invited to the 2nd. Annual HoCo

(Howard County) STEM Festival on June 8, 2014. Phil

Rogofsky, chair of STEMulating Minds, originally

envisioned a demonstration launch as an exciting part of

this event. President Alex Mankevich met with Howard

County Community College officials to discuss the

feasibility of conducting a launch on their property. Bob

Marietta (Safety Manager for the college) and Kathy Lilly

were shown a PowerPoint presentation that illustrated the

multiple safety features that are incorporated into our

launches. The PowerPoint had several images of our

venerable members such as Mark Wise, Tom Ha and Jim

Filler each wearing his bright yellow Safety Vest while

manning the launch control panel. Mr. Marietta is an old

rocketeer himself, and he appreciated the expertise and

professionalism that are evident in the way we conduct

our launches. Alex, Kathy and Bob later toured the

athletic fields where the launch would be taking place.

The field has plenty of room and is far enough away from

any human or vehicular traffic to allow up to D motors.

Alex recruited Richard Crisco and Jef Fineran to join him

in presenting a static display. We were promised two six

(6) foot tables and a 3 foot monitor, however on Festival

day we were offered two five (5) foot tables and no

monitor. We NARHAMSters took this setback graciously

and maturely, and we made do with what we had.

Compensation came along later in the form of pizza,

cookies, Cokes and sandwiches that were provided free of

charge by the Festival. We erected the NAR banner in its

PVC support frame, and set up two display racks for a

total of about 30 model rockets. Jef brought some of his

bigger rockets including his Tabasco rockets and Richard

brought an assortment of rockets including some models

that appeared to be of 1980s vintage. At one point during

the day Jef took down his largest Tabasco rocket and stood

it next to an inquisitive young girl who was amazed that

Jef’s rocket was taller than she.

The NARHAMS display also included an assortment of

(spent) rocket motors from C-11 to G – oh my God.

Miscellaneous items on display included our 2007 NAR

Large Section of the Year award, some smaller

(MicroMaxx) model rockets and an illustrated picture of

the flight of a model rocket. Thanks to the printing

prowess ofTom Ha we displayed the infamous

NARHAMS tri-fold color brochure. Richard made sure

that we had several NARHAMS flyers to pass out as well.

Alex is pleased to report that we gave out ALL of our

2014 Goddard Contest flyers.

Ole Ed Pearson and Diane showed up around mid

afternoon. Ole Ed dutifully

passed his professional eye over

the display and instantly

pronounced everything from the

Section of the Year award to the

big Tabasco rockets “charmant

et très bien!” Ole Ed told Alex

many, many eons ago that “kids

touch what they like”. Judging

by the “Ole Ed Standard” … we

had a dynamite display!

Nothing had gotten dropped or broken, but this fact

illustrates that you need at least three people to man a

static display at an event that draws a couple of thousand

people.

We were pleased to discuss the educational side ofmodel

rocketry. This being a STEM Fest and all, we were

approached by at least three different educators. Richard

and Alex explained to them what resources were available

and showed them copies of educational publications such

as the Estes and NASA Educator’s Guides.

Flight totals by motor class:

1 /2A 1

A 3

B 11

C 15

D 7

E 4

F 9

G 5

Staged 1 (B6-0/B6-2)

Cluster 2 (2xC11 -5//2xB6-4)
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Interview with Jim Barrowman - Part 3
at the home of Don and Luly Carson,
Lake Gaston, NC Sept 201 3

Don: So tell us what you remember about Harry Stine,

meeting him or early on.

Jim: Well, I met Harry at NARAM-9. He was probably at

NARAM-8, but I wasn't anywhere near his radar at that

point. What put me on his radar was at NARAM-9, I did

my Center of Pressure (CP) R&D report and he was the

chiefR&D judge. Then when I flew the rocket that I had

analyzed and showed him my analysis compared to the

center of lateral area which was the classic way to do it.

The CP was way behind the center of lateral area and a

rocket with a CG that was behind the center of lateral area

was still going to be stable because the CP was even

further behind. It really made a believer out of him. He

was really excited, he was like a kid with a new toy

almost.

So Harry and I got to know each other. I know Harry

always had a bad reputation among the kids but I always

found Harry to be a first-class guy. He was enthusiastic,

he was smart, a good writer. He had a sense of history, he

wrote a lot of historical novels, and books along the way.

But he had a sense of history and a sense ofwhat was

important. I think what got him the bad rep was he had an

ego, a huge ego. The kids saw that and that's all they saw.

It was unfortunate and sometimes it comes along with the

territory. A lot of our good leaders have big egos. Have to

take them both together.

He always supported me as I got involved in NAR

national stuff. He supported me and always left me feeling

like he welcomed the involvement of younger people in

the national organization. Back then, the national

organization was run by a bunch of old fogies, Harry

among them. He was the least fogeyish of the bunch, in

my book. Pinky Guill was one. John Worth was another

good guy because he was also the Executive Director of

the AMA so he was more of the understanding of

youngsters being involved in the national organization and

bringing on the next generation kind of thing. Pinky was

one ofHarry's buddies from up in New Canaan and was

very conservative. Harry was a good guy in my mind and

a real leader and obviously put the NAR on the right

track. As I said earlier, he had the NAFPA on our side,

which was crucial. Got the AMA involved, although some

of the other guys were also model aircraft guys that

helped make that happen. I’ve categorized these guys as

bad and good, but they each had something to bring to the

table. Les Butterworth was one of the trustees.

Interestingly, Les Butterworth was less of a conservative

and he was the oldest of the bunch. He was in his 80’s

when I knew him. Manning, his son, was in late high

school/early college and he ended up as a trustee,

eventually. I'm trying to remember the other guy, red

haired, big guy, ex-Air Force guy, he was one of the guys

that helped bring the AMA into the fold. I'll try and

remember his name. As a personality, he sticks out in my

mind, just can't remember his name. He was a very

conservative guy but was very active and involved and

was obviously a contributor to the organization. So they

all had good contributions to make. But Harry was a

leader and he was always pushing things forward. I have

nothing but good to say about him. Its just a shame that he

ended up with such a negative reputation with the younger

crowd, because he really didn't deserve it.

D: Well, I guess a couple offolks that always enjoyed kind

ofrock star status were Vern and Gleda Estes. Do you

have any particular memories or stories, impressions of

them?

J: Well, again, these people were the salt of the earth. Vern

is a hard-nosed businessman. He got involved in model

rockets to make money, he enjoyed it of course, but all-in-

all, what he was about was he was a hard-nosed business

man. I got to know him very little until probably in the

last 10 years, really. I mean I saw him at the meets, we

went to the first World Championships together, and got

to know his daughters and he and Gleda as people and

enjoyed their company, but we didn't spend a lot of time

together, we saw each other occasionally at meets or at a

Pittsburgh Spring Convention, and we would have dinner

or lunch together. We actually went out and visited with

them in Colorado a couple of times and gained even more

respect in that process.

As I got to know them better, more recently, I found I

didn't realize how religious they are. The are very

religious folks. As a matter of fact, one of the businesses

Vern started after selling Estes Industries is producing

religious placards and magnets and whatever with

religious sayings. His daughter is involved in that. The

other big thing he's been involved with is trading stocks

and bonds. Apparently it is one of his hobbies, which is
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interesting. He's a unique fellow. Interesting combination

of humanitarian and hard headed businessman. I think

Gleda has influenced him quite bit in how they dealt with

things. She was deeply involved with Estes. She was

chief-cook-and-bottle-washer and dealt a lot with the

hiring and getting the right people into the company. She

was really very influential in that whole process.

D: Let's go back to NARHAMS for a minute. When did

you start hosting workshops in your basement and what

possessed you to do that?

J: Well it was kind of a natural thing to do for the kids.

We had meetings but they tended to be in libraries and

venues with folding chairs, people sitting in rows looking

at the officers in front of them and not really an

opportunity to build rockets and work together to learn

from each other, techniques and new ideas. So it just

seemed like a neat thing to do. We had a big old ping pong

table down in our basement and we would throw plastic

tablecloths over the top and give the kids an opportunity

to build and talk to each other. Later on we would clean

up the place and have pizza or play some ping pong

together. It was kind of a neat bonding and club building

activity that was good from both a social standpoint, as

well as, getting better at model rocketry. Part of that was

because the club was very competitive and wanted to do

the best it could in the national standings.[D: I'm trying to

think ifthey continued those things after you guys stopped

hosting them] I don't know when they began, I don't

remember when they ended. I know today there is

building where they meet now in the trailer before the

business meeting. That wasn't possible in the libraries.

I kind of got out ofmodel rocketry at some point wanting

to spend more time with my own daughters and making

sure that they had a dad around not just somebody in

abstentia. I was president for four years, I think, and after

those 4 years I decided to spend more time with my

family. It may have been around then because I pretty

much got out ofmodel rocketry in general at that point. I

was getting busier at work too, so I had other

responsibilities. I couldn't spend as much time with model

rocketry and so I'm really not sure when we stopped

hosting them. I am sure we started at some time in the

’67-68 timeframe. [D: and you were in Seabrook at that

time] yeah, we were in Seabrook and had the facility. That

was our first house ever. That's where I had my office as

NAR President, in the basement. That’s where I build my

model rockets, I’d pushed aside all the administrative crap

and work on some rockets for a while.

D: Let's talk about your time as NAR President. What was

your biggest challenge and accomplishment, at least what

you consider the biggest accomplishment during that

time?

J: Well, it was the 60's, it was the late 60’s but it was the

60's. There was a lot of discontent on the part of young

people with the way things were run. In general, I mean

the Vietnam War and all that kind of stuff in the broad

picture, but within the NAR, as I talked earlier, the

trustees tended to be, as a body, pretty darn conservative.

They weren't very welcoming to young people who were

interested in being more involved at the national level. I

think that was probably my biggest challenge, to meld the

older conservative guys with the younger group of people

who were just coming up and were in college and were

ready to be more involved with the operation of the NAR.

What we came up with, and I spent some time with both

groups, obviously the trustees as President, and the other

groups at places like the Pittsburgh Spring Convention

and the nationals and other venues like that where I would

give the younger crowd a chance to vent their concerns

and talk about what they felt could be changed about the

NAR. Ultimately, we came up with the idea of the

Leadership Administrative Council, the LAC. This was a

focal point for contributions by leader members as

opposed to senior members of the NAR. They held

elections at NARAM to elect members of the LAC. I got

the trustees to agree to have such a body and what their

roles would be in the association, which was basically

contributory not in a role where they were in charge of

anything. [D: No governance role really] Yeah, that's a

good way to put it, no governance role but really a

contributory role.

The idea was is that these guys could show what they

could do. I think it worked very well. We had some guys

who were basically rebels and they were involved but also

there were also guys were real contributors. They did

some things, guys like Jay Apt, Trip Barber, and others

from elsewhere in the country who showed that they could

make things happen and contribute and had good ideas.

The LAC gave them a way to do that and actually some of

the older trustees saw that that was beneficial and it also

gave some of the guys who wanted to become trustees a
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jumping off point. So ultimately guys like Jay became the

treasurer of the NAR, even while I was President, some of

the LAC members were elected as trustees.

It was through that transition a lot of the current

leadership ultimately moved into running the NAR. I

think that was the biggest challenge - bringing along a

new group of young leaders into the organization and into

the governance side of the NAR so that they can really

contribute and move the NAR forward and bring it into

the hands of a younger generation.

Of course I was young myself, especially in the eyes of

many of the trustees. Here again, Harry always supported

what I wanted to do. He saw the LAC was one of those

cases, he helped, I am sure he worked behind the scenes

better than I did to convince some of the old hands that

this was something that was worthwhile. [D: Was he a

trustee at that point?] Oh yeah, he was still a trustee,

even after he gave up the Presidency. He was still deeply

involved in the organization.

D: So any advice you would give an incoming NAR

President?

J: Wow, that is a tough one, so much has changed, I'll tell

ya. Take Pat Miller, for instance, I mean he moved the

NAR, he got me involved to move the NAR into high

powered rocketry. But he had the vision to see that that is

where the NAR needed to head. Here again, this was his

big challenge, I think, because there was a whole lot of

resistance to it. Model rocketry were only this big, not 10'

tall and were Ds, Es, and maybe Fs. To think about model

rockets with M engines was unheard of at the time, but

there were people flying them and either they became part

of our activity or they were going to go off and do

something on their own. I got involved and, first

convincing myself that it was the right way to go,

although Pat made a very good case, and then showing, by

having people involved with the launches of these large

rockets that they could be done safely even though they

had more metal parts, typically, than a standard model

rocket. Even though they had a lot of power and if

something went wrong it could go badly wrong, you could

fly them basically using the same safety code we had for

the smaller rockets.

Then you look at Mark Bundick who was president for

something like 10 years. Mark ended up bringing the

NAR through a very trying time after 9/11 and the

clamping down on any kind of things that smacked of

munitions and potential explosives and really guided the

NAR through a very difficult time, bringing in legal help.

That situation almost voided the NFPA connection

because the Department ofHomeland Security took over

and they were looking at anything that could be a

potential weapon as a threat. I’m still not sure they are

totally convinced, but Mark took the leadership to make

that happen.

So my advice to any NAR President is to be prepared to

deal with change, with unexpected occurrences and when

it happens, even though it is unexpected, to jump on it and

deal with it and don't be afraid to make some decisions

and get people involved, other people outside the NAR

involved that can help. Always make that case for safety

of the hobby.

D: How do you see, how is the NAR different now from

when you first got into the NAR or even when you were

President ofthe NAR?

J: From what I have been able to tell, of course, the

greater involvement of high powered rocketry is the most

obvious. In many ways, the small rocket hobby has been

subsumed into the larger rocketry activities. We still fly

small rockets and even the TARC events are still of the

model rocketry ilk that we used to fly back into 60’s, 70’s,

and 80’s. High power rocketry has brought along with it

more adults into the hobby. It looks to me like the number

of kids relative to the number of adults is just, I would

only guess, the Jr members used to be at least 1 /2 to 2/3 of

the members. Leaders were about another 1 /3 and senior

were probably 10-1 5% of the organization. Now it is

probably the inverse of that. Probably have 2/3 adults,

very few Juniors. and the same percentage ofLeaders.

There has been an inversion in the age groups. That’s

good and bad, in my mind the need for the safety of kids

has gone away because kids use model rockets as a matter

of course. You seen them, model rockets are apart of our

society now whereas when I got involved they were

something unique and almost on the edge of society.

Where now you see comic strips that include model

rockets as though they are part of the growing up

experience and that’s a good thing. That’s what we

worked for. I think there is less of a tendency for

youngsters to join the NAR. I don't think competition has

quite the same role in model rocketry as when we were
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first involved.

But all in all, from a society standpoint, that’s a good

thing. Now it is part of our society and not something that

is on the edges. [D: so it is now mainstream] Yes, it is

now very much mainstream. And being sold in hobby

shops, it’s like small model airplanes. Those of us that

loved competition would probably say that the hobby has

gone to hell, but it really hasn't, it just part ofwhat people

do. Nevertheless, we need to be ever vigilant because, as

the situation that occurred after 9/11 , there is always

going to be someone who thinks it is something to watch

out for and something to quash. That's not to make us

paranoid, just be vigilant.

Having a Blast While Keeping Our
Powder Dry – The July 21 04 Sport
Launch

Alex Mankevich

NARHAMS President

The July 2014 Sport Launch at Mt. Airy was about having

a good ole summer launch while not expending too much

energy to be wiped out for the following day’s Apollo

Contest at the Goddard Visitor Center. We knew that

some of us would be at both events, so a cautionary

approach ofmoderation was in the cards. Jim Filler,

Richard Crisco, Jef Fineran, Ellen Fineran and I all paced

ourselves throughout the day as to be “fresh” for Jennifer

and our Apollo Contest duties.

The recently-added theme was Apollo era rockets. John

McCoy and Jim Berg delivered on the theme. The Apollo

rockets ranged from John’s micro Little Joe IIs and micro

Saturn V to Jim’s mighty Saturn V.

Caroline Berg had made (with a little help from Mom, I

suppose) a complete suite ofEstes “Color the Sky”

Crayon-styled rockets. She had them neatly packaged in

an authentically-styled and appropriately-sized Crayons

box. Caroline and her brother Matthew flew these rockets

all lined up on a single rack. Trip Barber couldn’t resist

joining NARHAMS to launch his Red Max at least three

times.

This launch featured the “summer hours” meaning that the

members’ launch started at noon and the public launch

started at 2:00 pm. The

field grass was thankfully

mowed down and not a

factor for this launch. The

weather actually turned

better than predicted,

causing us to set up the

pop-up tent to keep the sun

of the launch manager’s

already red neck.

We launched at total of 129

flights and called it quits

around 6:1 5 PM. Thanks

to all the folks who helped

with the storage and

transport of the equipment.

Caroline Berg with her box of

Crayola Crayon Rockets

(photo by Alex Mankevich)

Kevin Smith at the July

Narhams launch with his Bill

Murray Clive rocket and tee

shirt

(photo by Ed Pearson)

Matthew and Caroline Berg flying their crayons on one

rack. The editor would like to know why they didn't put

them in the correct color order.(ROYGBIV)

(photo by John McCoy).
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45th Anniversary Goddard Apollo
Contest

On July 20, exactly 45 years to

the day, we celebrated the Apollo

Moon landing at Goddard at the

annual contest. We had the usual

suspects, the usual volunteers,

and about 56 competitors to come

out and launch. We also had

WTOP there early to interview

the Contest Director, Jennifer

Ash-Poole.

Ole Ed, one of the founders of the

contest, took a few pictures of our

demo launch.

A big THANK YOU to the

volunteers for coming out to help,

and a big thank you to Mother

Nature, who didn't make it the

hottest day in July.

Trip Barber Retires
by Ed Pearson

Trip Barber retired from the Navy after 32 plus years in

uniform and 12 more as a civilian. The former NAR

president and chief analyst for the Navy was honored at a

ceremony June 30 at the Navy Memorial in Washington

and attended by his family--wife Tina; daughter Lisa and

her family--and more than 100 onlookers (celebrants! )

including several admirals and a few long time NAR

volunteers.

Rear Admiral Herman Shelanski officiated at the

ceremony and the guest

speaker was the Navy Chief of

Operations Admiral Jonathan

Greenert. Admiral Greenert

awarded Trip the

Distinguished Civilian Service

Medal (pictured here); a

citation was read from

President Obama, and Trip

received other memorabilia

such as flags flown over the

pentagon and Congress. The Distinguished Civilian

Service Medal is the highest civilian award the Navy can

bestow.

Trip's NAR contingent included current president Ted

Cochran, and former president Mark Bundick as well as

Craig and Sherry Breyer, Chris Flanigan, Tom Ha,

Jonathan Rains, and Joe Woodward.

After the outside formal ceremony guests were ushered

into the nearby Navy museum where they greeted Trip and

Tina in a reception line, cut cake and sang happy birthday

to Trip. Yes, the ceremony was held on Trip's

(REDACTED)th birthday!

London Calling!

Below are some pics ofKevin Johnson in London for the

International TARC competition. The US came in second.




